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Abstract
The principles surrounding Linked Open Data (LOD) and their implementation within digital
libraries are well understood. Such LOD implementations may remain challenging, but
successes are now well documented and continue to demonstrate the benefits of disseminating
and enriching existing metadata with improved semantics and relational associations [1]. Often
facilitated in machine-readability enhancements to metadata by harnessing serializations of
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) and its reliance of URIs, these LOD approaches
have ensured digital libraries – and similar GLAMR initiatives elsewhere – contribute to the
growing knowledge graphs associated with the wider semantic web by declaring statements
of fact about web entities. Within open scholarly ecosystems a growing use of persistent
identifiers (PIDs) to define and link scholarly entities has emerged, e.g. DOIs, ORCIDs, etc..
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The requirement for greater URI persistence has been motivated by several developments
within the scholarly space; suffice to state that, when combined with appropriate structured
data, PIDs can support improvements to resource discovery, as well as facilitate contributions
to the ‘PID graph’ – a scholarly data graph describing and declaring associative relations
between scholarly entities [2].

While the increased adoption of PIDs has the potential to transform scholarship and even
research assessment, ensuring that these PIDs are used appropriately, encoded correctly within
metadata, and that all relevant relational associations between scholarly entities are declared
presents challenges. This is especially true within open scholarly repositories, from where
many contributions to the PID graph will be made but – unlike many LOD contexts – from
where the authority to assert specific relations may not always exist. Such declarations need
to demonstrate reliability and provenance and are central to the interlinking of heterogeneous
textual objects, datasets, software, research instruments, equipment, and the related PIDs
these items may generate, such as for people, organizations, or other abstract entities.

This paper will explore the issues that arise when levels of authority to assert are lacking or are
uncertain, and review results from a related study exploring the ‘PID literacy’ of scholars [3].
If the PID graph is to demonstrate reliable growth and adequate relational depth, it will be
necessary for scholars to interact meaningfully with PID centric systems and to demonstrate a
level of ‘PID literacy’ in their (re)use and creation of PIDs, thereby supporting wider repository
metadata initiatives designed to improve research discovery and any relational declarations to
the PID graph. In other words, the creation of repository metadata – and scholarly object
metadata more generally – is increasingly participatory, requiring scholars to declare relational
associations so that repository or publication systems in turn enjoy authority to assert relations.
Our work suggests that digital scholarship deficiencies among scholars, including a lack of
PID literacy, has the potential to undermine these metadata initiatives, with poor levels
of understanding among scholars of why PID referencing is necessary, even for ubiquitous
types such as DOIs and ORCIDs [3]. Low levels of scholars’ PID literacy is part of wider
concern surrounding scholars’ open research practices, particularly surrounding transparency
and reproducibility [4] which, in turn, undermines the graph’s research assessment potential.
We consider some of the disciplinary differences to be observed between scholars and explore
possible solutions.
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